The TOAfrica summer school offers Master’s students and professionals an introductory framework to the African continent with particular attention to the Sub-Saharan regions, that in recent years have undergone impressive changes: demographic and economic growth, fast urbanization, internal and external mobility, the development of digital technologies, artistic creativity, social, cultural and religious transformations, but also conflicts and environmental, health and political crises. A new landscape which has repositioned the continent in the global perspective, generating interest in international observers and investors.

The program, entirely offered in English, is organized by the Africanistic section of the Department of Cultures, Politics and Society (CPS Africa) of the University of Turin and the Torino World Affairs Institute (T.wai), in collaboration with Makerere University (Kampala, Uganda), one of the most renowned academic institutions in Sub-Saharan Africa and with whom UniTo has been conducting an Erasmus Partner Countries Program for the last four years.

2020 toafrica faculty

Roberto Beneduce - UNIVERSITY OF TURIN
Gilles Bibeau - UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL
Barbara Castelnuovo - INFECTIOUS DISEASES INSTITUTE, MAKERERE UNIVERSITY
Giovanna Cavatorta - CNRS MARSEILLE
Giuseppe Costa - UNIVERSITY OF TURIN
Stella Neema - MAKERERE UNIVERSITY, KAMPALA
Edoardo Occa - UNIVERSITÀ MILANO BICOCCA – CUAMM
Ivo Quaranta - UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA
Pino Schirripa - UNIVERSITÀ LA SAPIENZA, ROMA
Marco Simonelli - ISTITUTO SUPERIORE DI SANITÀ, CENTRO SALUTE GLOBALE
Mattia Trunfio - UNIVERSITY OF TURIN

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 30 APRIL 2020
WWW.TOAFRICA.IT | INFO@TOAFRICA.IT